Effect of Shikonin on Spinal Cord Injury in Rats Via Regulation of HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB Signaling Pathway
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Abstract
Background/Aims: Shikonin, a compound extracted from Zicao, has been demonstrated to hold anti-bacterial, anti-inflammatory, and anti-tumor activities in various diseases and it has been shown to protect human organs from injuries. However, the effect of shikonin on the recovery of spinal cord injury (SCI) remains unknown. This study was designed to estimate the potential therapeutic effect and underlying mechanism of shikonin on SCI in vivo. Methods: In the study, we used HE staining, ELISA assay, transfection assay, TUNEL assay, real time PCR and Western blot to detect the effects of shikonin on spinal cord injury in rats. Results: we showed that shikonin could promote the recovery of motor function and tissue repair after SCI treatment in rats SCI model. Moreover, we demonstrated that shikonin inhibited the spinal cord edema in SCI model of rats. In addition, we also found that shikonin could suppress the apoptosis and expression of caspase-3 protein in SCI model of rats. Conclusion: Our results demonstrated that shikonin induced the recovery of tissue repair and motor function via inactivation of HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway in SCI model of rats. The described mechanism sheds novel light on molecular signaling pathway in spinal cord injury and secondary injury including inflammatory response.
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Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is the traumatic damage to the cervical spinal cord involving hypoxia, lipid peroxidation and apoptosis [1, 2]. SCI injuries consist of the primary injury and the secondary injury, which primarily originate from the injury of traction and cerebral trauma respectively [3]. SCI results in an inauspicious outcome to the physical and psychological injury involving metabolic disturbance of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and inflammatory response [4, 5]. Excessive inflammation response set barrier to the nerve repair and regeneration [6]. Although current treatments of SCI including drugs, surgery and hyperbaric oxygen intervention partially effectively alleviate SCI injury, side effects and secondary injury still disturb the SCI patient [7, 8]. Therefore, a new route and effective manner of cure SCI injury especially secondary injury need to be further explored.

Shikonin, extracted from the plant root of Lithospermum erythrorhizon, is a traditional Chinese herbal medicine in China for thousands of years [9]. Shikonin was well illustrated for its anti-viability effect in various cancer cells [10]. Previous study found shikonin could remarkably inhibit the carrageenan-induced paw edema and the development in chronic arthritis [11]. NF-κB is recognized as a key mediator in many aspects of SCI, including the innate immune response and inflammation [12]. NF-κB is necessary for the expression of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukin-1β (IL-1β), and interleukin-6 (IL-6) inflammatory cytokines [13]. Previous report demonstrated that NF-κB signaling pathway could be suppressed by shikonin, which associated with reduction of oedema induced by phorbol ester through interfering with IκBα degradation in macrophages [14]. Further study revealed shikonin inhibited NF-κB activation via up-regulation of PI3K/Akt/Nrf2 signaling pathway in EA.hy926 endothelial cells [15]. However, the molecular mechanism of shikonin interaction with NF-κB pathway in the alleviation process of SCI remains unknown.

High mobility group protein B1 (HMGB1), a mediator of sepsis, is a new intervention factor to suppress inflammation [16]. Previous study revealed that HMGB1 could activate inflammation response through interaction with TLR receptor and NF-κB in the secondary SCI injury [17]. In the other study, shikonin inhibited the expression of HMGB1 through IFN and NF-κB signaling pathways in RAW264.7 cells [18]. Although HMGB1 has been testified to be relevant with the initiation and progress of the secondary SCI, the molecular mechanisms of HMGB1 on the alleviation process of SCI and the control of excess inflammatory cytokines, and the relationship with shikonin were still obscure.

Various protein expression levels and signaling pathways have been involved in the anti-inflammation role of shikonin in various human diseases, but the detailed molecular and physiological mechanisms underlying the process remain obscure. Whether shikonin has an anti-inflammation effect on the progress SCI, and the relevant molecular mechanism remains to be solved. Here, we demonstrated that shikonin improved the recovery of locomotor function and tissue repair via inhibiting the expression of HMGB1 and apoptosis of the spinal cord tissue in vivo. In addition, we further showed shikonin suppressed inflammation through inhibition of HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway in vivo.

Materials and Methods

Drugs and chemicals
Shikonin was purchased from Nanjing Tcm Institute of Chinese Material Medica (Nanjing, China). Methylprednisolone was provided by Pfizer (NV, Belgium) TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 ELISA kits were supplied by R&D Systems (BiosPacific, CA, USA). HMGB1, TLR4, NF-κB antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling (Massachusetts, USA).

Animals
The protocols of animal use and care conformed to Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals from the National Institutes of Health, and all experimental protocols described in this study were approved
by the Ethics Review Committee for Animal Experimentation of Anhui Medical University. Male Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats weighing 180 to 220 g were acquired from Animal Center of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China. Animals were housed at the animal facility of the Laboratory Animals Centre of Anhui Medical University.

**Animal model of SCI and experimental groups**

Anesthesia was induced with 4% isoflurane and maintained with 2% isoflurane in 98% O₂. Throughout the procedure, the depth of sedation was monitored by an absent response to a toe pinch. A laminectomy was performed at the thoracic vertebra level 10 (T10) after shaving and cleaning in an incubator (37.5°C) until fully recovered from the anesthesia and then each rat was housed individually. A moderate contusion injury was induced using a modified Allen’s weight drop apparatus (8 g weight at a vertical height of 40 mm, 8 g × 40 mm) on the spinal cord, as previously described [19]. Sham-operated animals were only subjected to laminectomy. After surgery, the muscles were sutured in layers and the skin incision was closed with 3-0 silk threads. Penicillin G (40,000 U, i.m.) was administrated daily for 3 days to prevent infection. The experimental groups consisted of five groups (N=8): sham group, exposed the same area without injury; SCI group, performed with spinal cord injury; Methylprednisolone (MPSS) group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 100 mg/kg of MPSS, administered by intraperitoneal injection 30 minutes after injury; Shi (10mg) group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 10mg/kg of shikonin, administered by intraperitoneal injection 30 minutes after injury; Shi (100mg) group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 100mg/kg of shikonin, administered by intraperitoneal injection 30 minutes after injury. To investigate the mechanism of shikonin regulated in rats after SCI injury. Rats were randomly divided into six group (N=8): sham group, exposed the same area without injury; SCI group, performed with spinal cord injury; MPSS group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 100 mg/kg of MPSS, administered by intraperitoneal injection 30 minutes after injury; MPSS + HMGB1 group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 100 mg/kg of MPSS and Ad-HMGB1, administered by intraperitoneal injection and subcutaneous respectively 30 minutes after injury; Shi group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 100mg/kg of shikonin, administered by intraperitoneal injection 30 minutes after injury; Shi + HMGB1 group, performed with spinal cord injury and treated with 100mg/kg of shikonin and Ad-HMGB1, administered by intraperitoneal injection and subcutaneous respectively 30 minutes after injury.

**Behavioral assessment**

Three rats from each group were subjected to locomotor activity evaluation at 24 h, 48 h and 72 h post-injury using the Basso, Beattie, and Bresnahan (BBB) score method. Two independent and well-trained testers observed movement of each rat for 4 min and scored motor functions according to BBB scales [20]. The final score for each animal was obtained by averaging values from both investigators. Rats with perineal infections, limb wounds, or tail and foot grazing were eliminated from the test.

**Water Content**

Spinal cord edema was assessed by water content of the spinal cord tissue. Briefly, 72 h post-injury, the spinal cords were dried for 48 h at ~80 °C, which used to detect dry weight. Water content in spinal cords was calculated by the following formula: water content of spinal cord (%) = (wet weight - dry weight)/wet weight × 100%.

**HE staining**

The 5 μm animal sections were made from the paraffin embedded blocks of the formalin-fixed spinal cord specimens, which were harvested from the animals from each group were subjected to routine HE staining and evaluated microscopically. Images were collected at 400X magnification.

**ELISA analysis**

Rats were sacrificed by transcardiac perfusion with cold PBS to eliminate RNA and protein expressed by blood cells. The spinal cord was immediately dissected on ice. Thereafter, spinal cord segments containing the injury epicenter were removed as quickly as possible. Rats from each group were subjected to mouse IgG measurements from 72 h post-injury by ELISA. All assays were performed in duplicates using recommended buffers, diluents, and substrates.
RNA extraction and quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) analysis
Rats were sacrificed, flash-frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen for subsequent RNA and protein extraction. Total RNA was extracted using the TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA). HMGB1: forward primer (5'-CAAACCTGCCGGGAGGAGCA-3'); reverse primer (5'-TCTTTCATAGAGCCTTGTGAGC-3'), TLR4: forward primer (5'-TATCCAGAGCCGTTGGTGTA-3'); reverse primer (5'-CCCACCTGAGGATGCTGTTT-3'), NF-kB: forward primer (5'-CTAGCTTTCTCTAGCTCAGGAAA-3'); reverse primer (5'-GCTGAGGATGCTGTTT-3'), GAPDH: forward primer (5'-GGTGAAGGTCGGTGATGAGAAGA-3'), reverse primer (5'-GCTGAGGATGCTGTTT-3'), qPCR analyses were performed with LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master (Roche, Welwyn Garden, Swiss).

Western blot
Proteins were separated on a 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel and transferred on to a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA). Then, the membrane was blocked with 5% non-fat milk and incubated with primary antibodies. The proteins were detected using enhanced chemiluminescence reagents (Thermo Scientific).

Adenovirus vector construction, infection and transfection
Clone vector of HMGB1 was provided from Sangon Biotech (Shanghai). HEK-293T cells were plated in culture dish. After HEK-293T cells attached to the plate overnight, the linearized DNA, the shuttle vector and pacAd vector were cotransfected into HEK-293T by Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Viral lysates were harvested, purified and tittered. One day prior to infection, cells were seeded in plate. Next day adenoviruses were added into the medium and infecting the cells.

TUNEL assay
Sections were deparaffinized, antigen retrieval was performed with proteinase K at 37°C for 30 minutes, then incubation with 20% fetal calf serum and 3% bovine serum albumin at 37°C for 15 minutes. The reaction was terminated with 5 μL TdT and 45 μL fluorescein-labeled oligodeoxynucleotide buffer for 30 min at 37°C. Endogenous peroxidase was blocked with 0.3% H₂O₂, immunoreaction with POD at 37°C for 30 minutes, the sections were incubated with 20% fetal calf serum, 3% bovine albumin serum and 1% blocking agent at 37°C for 15 minutes. Staining was visualized with DAB-H₂O₂. The sections were counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated through an ethanol series, rendered transparent using xylene, and mounted. Apoptotic cells were counted under an optical microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) at 200× magnification.

Immunohistochemistry
Sections were incubated in a hydrogen peroxide solution for 1 hour at room temperature. IBA-1 (1:400, Abcam) and GFAP (1:500, Sigma) antibodies were used to evaluate microglial activation and reactive gliosis in the injured spinal cord. The sections were visualized using confocal microscopy (Zeiss 710 and LSM software).

Statistical analysis
Results are presented as the means ± S.D. from at least 3 independent experiments. * P<0.05 versus SCI group, ** P<0.01 versus SCI group, *** P<0.001 versus SCI group. The statistical differences were calculated by the Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA analysis of variance with Dunnett’s test.

Results
Shikonin Improves the recovery of Locomotor function and tissue repair
Basso Beattle Bresnahan (BBB) scores were evaluated for the recovery of locomotor function after SCI injury in different groups. We found the BBB score in SCI group was remarkably lower than other groups at different time points. The BBB score in the shikonin treatment group at different doses was significantly higher than SCI treatment rats at selected time points (Fig. 1). The recovery level of locomotor function after SCI injury between MPSS and 100 mg/kg of shikonin group had no significant difference. We also tested the tissue...
repair after at 72 h after SCI injury by HE staining. The data were collected to testify the effect of shikonin on the spinal cord tissue recovery. The histological tissue injuries including loose structure and neutrophil infiltration were obviously relieved by MPSS and shikonin with different doses treatment (Fig. 2). In addition, SCI injury enhanced IBA-1 and GFAP immunoreactivity compared with control group, while IBA-1 and GFAP intensity obviously attenuated by MPSS and shikonin with different doses treatment (Fig. 7a and b).

Shikonin diminishes the water content and inhibits the inflammation levels after SCI injury

We next investigated the water content of spinal cord in different groups (Fig. 3a). The results showed that the water content of SCI group was obvious increased compared with sham group. However, after treatment with different doses of shikonin, the mean value of water content was significantly reversed, which suggested that shikonin treatment could alleviate SCI-induced spinal cord ema in rats. Furthermore, we also detected the inflammatory cytokines after SCI injury at different groups. The expression of IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α at 72 h post-injury were evaluated using ELISA. As expected, the cytokine levels of SCI group were obviously increased compared with sham group. In addition, different doses of shikonin treatment could dramatically decrease IL-1β (Fig. 3b), IL-6 (Fig. 3c) and TNF-α (Fig. 3d) expression compared with SCI group. The results revealed that shikonin could inhibit inflammation levels after SCI injury.

Shikonin reduced the mRNA and protein expressions of HMGB1, TLR4 and NF-κB after SCI injury

To investigate the effect of shikonin on the HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway, the mRNA and protein levels of HMGB1, TLR4 and NF-κB were evaluated after SCI injury. We found the mRNA level of HMGB1 in shikonin treatments were significantly lower than SCI group, especially in the 100 mg/kg of shikonin group (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, the TLR4 mRNA level in the 100 mg/kg of shikonin group was obvious decreased compared with
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Shikonin regulated inflammation after SCI injury through HMGB1 signaling

To investigate the mechanism of shikonin on the repair process after SCI injury, we constructed adenovirus vector containing HMGB1 and compared protein expression levels...
Fig. 5. Shikonin regulated inflammation through HMGB1 signaling. (a) The protein levels of HMGB1, TLR4, NF-κB at 72 h post injury. Quantification data of IL-1β (b), IL-6 (c), TNF-α (d) production in the spinal cord at 72 h after injury, as assessed by ELISA. Results are expressed as the mean±S.D. from three independent experiments. * P<0.05 versus MPSS group, ** P<0.01 versus SHI group.

Fig. 6. Effect of shikonin on apoptosis in spinal cord tissue of rats with spinal cord injury. (a) Apoptotic cells in spinal cord tissue of rats (TUNEL staining, × 200), (b) Quantification of apoptotic cells in spinal cord tissue. (c) Shikonin inhibit caspase-3 protein expression. Results are expressed as the mean±S.D. from three independent experiments. ** P<0.01 versus SCI group, *** P<0.001 versus SCI group.

Shikonin of HMGB1 signaling pathway in rats after SCI injury. Interestingly, we found that shikonin add overexpression with HMGB1 treatment could obviously increase the HMGB1 signaling protein expression levels including HMGB1, TLR4 and NF-κB compared with shikonin independent treatment (Fig. 5a). Consistently, after overexpression with HMGB1, shikonin treatment group remarkably increased IL-1β (Fig. 5b), IL-6 (Fig. 5c) and TNF-α (Fig. 5d) cytokine levels. However, MPSS add overexpression with HMGB1 treatment could not influence the expression levels of inflammatory cytokines except for IL-6 secretion (P<0.05). These results showed shikonin regulated inflammation after SCI injury in rats through HMGB1 signaling.

Shikonin Inhibits apoptosis of spinal cord in rats after SCI injury

To test the effect of shikonin on the apoptosis of spinal cord in rats, tunel staining was used in each group after SCI injury. We showed the apoptotic cells in SCI group were obviously
increased compared with those in sham group (Fig. 6a and 6b). In the group of shikonin treatment following SCI injury, the apoptotic cells in the spinal cord were significantly decreased compared with SCI group. In addition, compared with 10mg/kg of shikonin group, 100mg/kg of shikonin treatment induced less apoptotic cells after SCI injury. The caspase-3 protein expression level was also detected to identify the degree of apoptosis in spinal cord of rats following SCI injury. Shikonin could decrease the caspase-3 expression in shikonin treatment group compared with SCI group (Fig. 6c). The results suggested that shikonin treatment could inhibit apoptosis in the spinal cord tissue following SCI injury.

**Discussion**

The secondary spinal cord injury brings progressive central hemorrhagic necrosis accompanied with inflammatory infiltration [21]. The spinal cord injury induces inflammatory cascades, including TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6 inflammatory cytokines, which promote the acute post-traumatic manner in the spinal cord [22]. The inflammation induced by spinal cord injury extends the actual site of necrosis and apoptosis in the spinal cord, causing more lesions in the extra region and aggravating the dysfunction of spinal cord [23]. The inflammation also further aggravates the tissue degeneration and inhibition of functional recovery in the spinal cord [24]. NF-κB is one of the most famous inflammatory relevant transcription factors produced by almost all animal cells, which regulates lots of genes and signaling pathways involved in inflammation [25]. NF-κB is widely studied in the cellular immune response to infection, inflammatory response and autoimmune pathology [26]. NF-κB regulates inflammation through cytokine-directed cell differentiation, including macrophages and lymphocytes [27, 28]. In addition, previous reports revealed pro-inflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6, could be upregulated by NF-κB [29, 30].

This study demonstrated that shikonin could obviously improve the tissue repair and dysfunction of motor at the 100mg/kg concentration after SCI in SD rats. Further study revealed shikonin treatment reduced spinal cord edema and inhibited the expression of inflammatory cytokines. Previous study found inflammatory cascades arose from the residential innate immune cells and infiltrating leukocytes in SCI injury [31]. Meanwhile, the profiles of microglia activation and reactive astrocytes were detected distinct from that in the shikonin treatment group. To further explore the protective mechanism of shikonin in SCI rats, the expression levels of HMGB1, TLR4 and NF-κB were determined and the results showed that the improved tissue repair and decreased inflammation induced by shikonin might
be involved in the down-regulation of HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway. Previous publication revealed that shikonin could inhibit inflammation and apoptosis through PI3K/Akt signaling pathway in a osteoarthritis rat model [32]. Latest report indicated that shikonin attenuated cell apoptosis in ConA-induced hepatitis through up-regulating expression of Bcl-2 and reducing expression of Bax, caspase 9 and p-JNK [33]. Consistently, we found that shikonin could improve the recovery of the tissue repair and motor dysfunction after SCI injury. The HE staining showed that shikonin could alleviate tissue injuries, including loose structure, inflammation infiltration and edema after SCI injury.

Previously reported that the mRNA and protein levels of HMGB1 were significantly increased in SCI rats compared with control [34, 35]. Shikonin treatment could decrease the expression of HMGB1 in RAW264.7 cells [18]. HMGB-1 was mainly expressed by inflammatory cells in SCI injury [17]. Another study also showed that HMGB-1 was expressed in the diabetic rat retinal cells, which might accelerate rat retinal cell inflammation and apoptosis [36]. Here we demonstrated that shikonin administration decreased the production of the HMGB1 mRNA and protein levels after SCI injury in rats. Shindo et al. reported that shikonin could inactivate the NF-κB pathway in human periodontal ligament cell lines [37]. In addition, previous study reported that HMGB1 promoted the expression levels of NLRP3 and caspase-8 inflammasomes via activation of NF-κB pathway in acute glaucoma [38]. To further investigate the mechanism effect of HMGB1 decreased by shikonin on the NF-κB signaling pathway in SCI rats, HMGB1 adenovirus vectors were constructed and the results showed that the decreased HMGB1 induced by shikonin down-regulated the NF-κB signaling pathway involving the reduction of TLR4 expression level. Overexpression of HMGB1 could markedly increase the protein levels of TLR4 and NF-κB after SCI injury. Moreover, overexpression of HMGB1 could increase the secretion of inflammatory cytokines induced by shikonin in SCI model of rats. Furthermore, we also demonstrated that shikonin administration suppressed the apoptosis of spinal cord tissue after SCI injury model of rats. In addition, we also showed that shikonin could significantly decrease the protein expression level of caspase-3 after SCI injury model of rats.

Taken together, our results showed that shikonin could induce the recovery of tissue repair and motor function via inactivation of HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway in SCI model of rats. Meanwhile, shikonin regulated the inflammation response in SCI was involved in the HMGB1/TLR4/NF-κB signaling pathway, and the apoptosis and relevant protein expression inhibited by shikonin were determined to assist the recovery of SCI in rats. This newly mechanism provides further understanding of molecular signaling pathway in spinal cord injury during secondary injury and brings new insight into spinal cord injury. This newly found also could be a novel potential therapeutic manner for the cure of secondary injury in spinal cord injury.
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